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Towie Fletcher McKenzie gets first hack

The last two days I was scheduled to tow
it was raining cats and dogs. So this
weekend I was hoping it was not going to
be such a day. Upon arriving I saw no
activity but that there were several cars
parked. Walking to the hanger, I said
good morning to the guys and I heard the
term, "Coast run” - who hoo I thought the famous run. Steve Wallace took me
through the brief discussed the drop
point. Reading my notes
followed by a detailed pre flight inspectio
n and check of fuel. I taxied RDW in
front of the first glider. There was a very
angry cold west wind with strong gusts,
but down the runway.
At 12:17, I was airborne with our
first tow, GMW with Steve Wallace, with

lots of gusts we climbed to 2500 feet, seeing a
few rainbows, a quick shower cleaning our wings
and then a slow run until the glider released. A
quick flight back and 19 minutes later we were on
the ground. Immediately lining up with KT behind
me, and once again with heavy gusts on the climb,
we released closer to the coast - on the way back
I had another wing clean through some rainbows.
Landing after 20 mins later and beating the rain.
MP, Ray and I waited for the front to pass. After
towelling off the wings we set off again for the
last tow. More rainbows, gusts and sun. Landing
with a clean aircraft, I tidied up RDW, found a
few areas to polish and had a chat to Roy Whitby,
Tony Prentice and Lionel Page. A good day towing,
but looking forward to summer days.

Lionel's version Saturday turned out to be a surprise from start to finish. After collecting the keys and
radio - I got a call from Steve Foreman - “Was I far away?” He and Roy Whitby were waiting at the gate. Hell
it was only just past 10am. But Steve was keen to
take full advantage of the strong westerly to do
another coast run. “Would I join him?”. I decided
as I was not prepared and did not have my
GPS/recorder and was not too sure about the
rain showers - decided to play ground crew
rather.
Lots of mulling around as things got organised eventually we had a tow pilot - Fletch, Brendon
Moore- the 2nd in command with Steve Wallace
in GMW, Steve Foreman in KP, and Ray Burns in

MP all ready. Flights got away around midday if I
remember correctly.
Roy, Tony and I sorted out MP’s trailer (replaced the
knackered electrical connection) while we waited in the
freezing cold.
Eventually the planes returned at around 4pm and we
had everything washed and put away by 5pm - just in
time for a cold one to hear the stories for yet another
Coast Run. There always seems to be plenty of tales of
daring do.
Great day for what appeared to be lousy weather.
Photo attached of Ray and his improved pee bottle.
Brendan Moore got his first run.
It was Tuesday I e-mailed Steve Wallace to suggest Saturday was looking
good for a coast day and looking again on Thursday I was thinking it was a bit optimistic with some of the
arrows indicating 15knots, but come Friday RASP showed 22knots but a wee bit too northerly. So I thought I
leave it in the hands of the experienced to decide.
Come Saturday , with all the patchy rain I was felt resigned to my old hobby, car mechanics(which has now
lost much appeal), So when Steve Foreman called and said the other Steve was keen to do the coast with me I
was only too happy to drop everything. I arrived at the field with everything set to go, so we did. I got some
hands on the tow out and then Steve took over and introduced me to a whole new aspect of gliding. We headed
down to Port Waikato and did a sharp U turn and dropped down to some mere sand dunes which Steve
managed to extract some lift from and then I happily took the stick and got us through Manukau harbour and
we met up with Ray and Steve in MP and KP respectively. Then it was happy soaring at speeds of over 120
smiles per hour:) down to just north of Waikato River mouth where we were held up for about 5 minutes by a
shower. Steve even used the raising air surrounding the falling air in the rain to get lift for the river crossing.
Every cloud had a silver lining. Then it was plain soaring to Raglan and back and I got another go at the stick.
We were held up by rain again for about 15-20 minutes at Piha then headed home. The whole experience was
exhilarating start to finish Thanks Steve for a very memorable day.

SUNDAY Instructor Ray Burns gets all creative
I arrived at the field about 0930 and was joined by Jamie Wagner and Roy Whitby about 10.00 and by duty
Pilot Graham Lake shortly thereafter. That was the complete club contingent (apart from Gary Patten
dropping in for an hour to say hello). We had a light wind down 26 and a few squalls around. A phone call
alerted us to a few keen trial flighters so we got everything ready and out on the grid.
Ruan Heynike, an Air Force Sergeant and a
keen wannabe tow pilot was keen to give it a
go. I gave him the controls at 1000 feet
expecting that I would be back on the stick
fairly quickly (and had prepared Ruan for
that as well). As it turned out I didn't touch
the controls again. He did the rest of the
flight include a very acceptable landing!
Two guys and three girls visiting NZ for work
all came out wand were all keen to have a go.
They had been at the Piha lookout on
Saturday, seen the gliders and all decided
that was something they would like to try,
and try they did. 6 Flights in all for the day
starting at 1244 and completing
at 1620. Thanks to Jamie for
Towing, Graham for never
letting his eyes off the task at
hand; no matter the distraction
and Roy for immoral support!
Graham's version it might have
looked a promising day but it was
freezing cold and rain squalls. It
had all the hallmarks of an early
finish until we heard we had
some trial flights. Ruan Heynike,
an Air force Sergeant and mate
of Jamie' came along for a look
as he is interested to be a towpilot. Unfortunately we only flew the twin so no ride along in the towplane. He
did go for a circuit with Jaime and took a flight in the twin with Ray. Our other trial flighters kept our twin,
and Ray's tongue busy for the afternoon. I think Ray may have gotten a little bored as one launch he
appeared to have dropped the rope just as we took up the slack. Off goes the rope and there stays the
glider. Come back Jaime, we are sorry. Absolutely no truth in the rumour that launcher Graham might not
have been paying attention to the things he was supposed to do.

Sporting Code
Having been inspired by Christina’s soaring feats, remember to study the new Sporting Code for your
upcoming badge flights. This is available from the FAI web site at
http://www.fai.org/downloads/igc/SC3_2015 . This version of the sporting code will come into effect on
1/Oct/2015.
2.2 BADGE REQUIREMENTS
2.2.1 Silver Badge The Silver badge is achieved on completing these soaring performances:

a. SILVER DISTANCE A distance flight (as defined in 1.4.2d to 1.4.2h) to a finish or turn point at least 50 km
from release or MoP stop. The Silver distance should not be flown with guidance from another pilot.
b. SILVER DURATION a duration flight of at least 5 hours (see 2.4.4c on allowed loss of height).
c. SILVER HEIGHT a gain of height of at least 1000 metres.
2.2.2 Gold Badge The Gold badge is achieved on completing these soaring performances:
a. GOLD DISTANCE a distance flight of at least 300 kilometres as defined in 1.4.2d to 1.4.2h.
b. GOLD DURATION a duration flight of at least 5 hours (see 2.4.4c on allowed loss of height).
c. GOLD HEIGHT a gain of height of at least 3000 metres.
2.2.3 Diamonds There are three Diamonds, each of which may be mounted on the Silver or Gold badge, and the badges for
flights of 750 kilometres or more. A Diamond is achieved by completing one of the soaring performances below:
a. DIAMOND GOAL a distance flight of at least 300 kilometres over an out-and-return (1.4.2g) or triangle
(1.4.2h) course.
b. DIAMOND DISTANCE a distance flight of at least 500 kilometres as defined 1.4.2d to 1.4.2h.
c. DIAMOND HEIGHT a gain of height of at least 5000 metres.
2.2.4 FAI Diploma flights Diploma flights begin with a minimum distance of 750 km and increase in 250 km increments.
They may use any course defined at 1.4.2d through 1.4.2h. Each Diploma is awarded once for the incremental distance
immediately less than the distance flown.
2.2.5 FAI register of 3 Diamond and Diploma badges On completion of 3 Diamonds or any Diploma flight, the NAC shall
provide the FAI with the flight data contained in its national register per 2.0a. In turn, the FAI will enter the name of
the pilot in an international register, and award the pilot a special Diploma to recognise these flights.

For those going to Matamata at Labour weekend the 50km is easily achieved with a Matamata airfield to
Thames airfield run. All made much easier if the ridge is working. Read up the new rules and tune up your
OO

A selection from the weekend

Duty Roster For Aug,Sep,Oct

Aug

Sep

Oct

Labour W/E

Nov

DUTY PILOT

DUTY INSTRUCTOR

DUTY TOWPILOT

1

S THOMAS

I WOODFIELD

D BELCHER

2

T PRENTICE

S WALLACE

P THORPE

8

J POTE

L PAGE

F MCKENZIE

9

G LAKE

R BURNS

J WAGNER

15

R WHITBY

I WOODFIELD

D BELCHER

16

J FOOT

P THORPE

F MCKENZIE

22

N GRAVES

S WALLACE

C ROOK

23

K BHASHYAM

L PAGE

D BELCHER

29

S FOREMAN

R BURNS

P THORPE

30

D FOXCROFT

I WOODFIELD

F MCKENZIE

5

D GREY

P THORPE

C ROOK

6

B MOORE

S WALLACE

J WAGNER

12

E MCPHERSON

L PAGE

D BELCHER

13

G HEALEY

R BURNS

F MCKENZIE

19

I O'KEEFE

I WOODFIELD

C ROOK

20

T O'ROURKE

P THORPE

J WAGNER

26

G LAKE

S WALLACE

P THORPE

27

G PATTEN

L PAGE

D BELCHER

3

S THOMAS

R CARSWELL

F MCKENZIE

4

K PILLAI

R BURNS

C ROOK

10

J POTE

I WOODFIELD

R CARSWELL

11

T PRENTICE

P THORPE

J WAGNER

17

R WHITBY

S WALLACE

P THORPE

18

J FOOT

L PAGE

D BELCHER

24

N GRAVES

R CARSWELL

F MCKENZIE

25

K BHASHYAM

I WOODFIELD

C ROOK

26

S FOREMAN

P THORPE

J WAGNER

31

D FOXCROFT

R BURNS

R CARSWELL

1

D GREY

S WALLACE

P THORPE
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